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Mark your calendars for the 2021 ASCRS Annual Meeting

July 23–27, 2021
Mandalay Bay Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV
Residents and Fellows receive complimentary registration

Register Now!
https://annualmeeting.ascrs.org/

Resident and Fellow Roundtables Sponsored by the ASCRS YES Committee

This monthly interactive learning experience will be led by two different ASCRS Young Eye Surgeon Committee members and will include case studies and encourage a lively discussion with all attendees engaging through video.

Please view previous roundtables on the YES webpage:
https://ascrs.org/membership/young-eye-surgeons

Next up:
Date: Thursday, April 15 at 7:00 ET
Dr. Kourtney Houser and Dr. Claudia Perez-Straziota
“Managing Dissatisfied Patients After Cataract Surgery”
Registration is very limited and will open on Thursday, April 1, 2021

ASCRS Grand Rounds

ASCRS Grand Rounds is a virtual, complimentary CME offering exclusive to ASCRS membership that brings the experience of a live grand rounds to your home or office.

We have partnered with major academic institutions to present a monthly series of virtual grand rounds, each approved for 1.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. View during
a pre-scheduled time to engage live with the speakers or view previous Grand Rounds on demand at your convenience.

https://ascrs.org/clinical-education/grand-rounds/schedule

**ASCRS Journal Club**

A monthly series in which a panel of experts will discuss two pre-selected manuscripts from the Journal of Cataract & Refractive Surgery (JCRS). Nick Mamalis, MD, and Leela Raju, MD, will co-moderate these free CME sessions, open to all ASCRS members.

https://ascrs.org/clinical-education/journal-club

**Ophthalmology Quicksand Chronicles**

The Ophthalmology Quicksand Chronicles hosted by cataract eye surgeons Nicole Fram, MDm and Elizabeth Yeu, MD. Dr. Fram and Dr. Yeu will explore those pivotal moments that every surgeon will inevitably encounter. Every time you think you have it figured out, the eyeball humbles you. In each episode, Drs. Fram and Yeu will host an expert in the field and delve into those “quicksand” moments; more specifically, the surgeon will reflect upon the nuances and lessons learned from a surgical experience that ultimately helped them evolve as surgeons.

View episodes now on YouTube, Apple Podcasts, Spotify, and Google Podcasts.

Remember you can always find additional information and resources on our website.

https://ascrs.org/membership/young-eye-surgeons

Want to get involved with YES activities? Send us an e-mail and let us know!

yesquestions@ascrs.org